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SUMMER LIST 2020
BIOGRAPHY & MEMOIR

HESTER GRANT The Good Sharps (384pp)
£25
18th century family who achieved prominence in political, medical & industrial spheres
A.N. WILSON The Mystery of Charles Dickens (368pp)
£17.99
Follows the man from grave to cradle, illuminating the indivisible links between life & art
LAURA TUNBRIDGE Beethoven: A Life in Nine Pieces (288pp)
£16.99
Each chapter focuses on a theme, a piece of music & a period in his extraordinary life
ANDREW ADONIS Ernest Bevin (368pp)
£20
From Churchill’s coalition to Attlee’s Foreign Office, an unjustly neglected political giant
DAVID CARPENTER Henry III (576pp)
First of a two volume life covering the years 1207-1258 (Yale English Monarchs)

£30

RICHARD HENRIQUES From Crime to Crime (356pp)
£25
Reflects on some of his cases – Bulger & Shipman - as well as the state of the law today
MICHAEL HENDERSON That will be England Gone (304pp)
One man’s musings on things he loves: music, literature, poetry &, of course, cricket

£20

ANDRÉ LEON TALLEY The Chiffon Trenches (304pp)
A life in high fashion as experienced by the erstwhile creative director of Vogue

£20

CALLUM WILLIAMS The Classical School (288pp)
£20
Malthus, Mill & Marx: how the modern edifice of economics was built upon such as these
EDWARD ABEL SMITH Ian Fleming’s Inspiration (232pp)
£19.99
How Fleming’s wartime experiences informed the plots & characters of his 007 novels
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DAVID KYNASTON Shots in the Dark (272pp)
£16.99
Diaries 2016/17: A social history of Britain seen through the prism of the Beautiful Game
CAROLINE MACLEAN Circles and Squares (320pp)
£30
Lives & relationships of the Hampstead Modernists: Hepworth, Nicholson, Nash & Moore
NORMAN OHLER The Infiltrators (320pp)
August £20
Harro Schulze-Boysen & Libertas Haas-Heye: lovers & resistance rebels against Nazi rule
SAMANTH SUBRAMANIAN A Dominant Character (400pp)
August £20
The maverick geneticist, J.B.S Haldane, whose talent also lay in popularising science
SVENJA O’DONNELL Inge’s War (320pp)
August £16.99
Neutrality, inaction, shame: the burdens carried by the author’s grandmother after WWII
DANIEL FINKELSTEIN Everything in Moderation (480pp)
August £25
The Times columnist shares his trenchant views. From his articles, diaries & letters
TOM LICENCE Edward the Confessor (352pp)
August £25
Last years of Anglo-Saxon England ruled by a compassionate man & conscientious ruler
ALAN MIKHAIL God’s Shadow (496pp)
Life of Sultan Selim I (1470-1520): moderniser of the Ottoman Empire

August £25

MARTIN LATHAM The Bookseller’s Tale (368pp)
September £16.99
The collector, the fanatic & just the plain weird: a bookseller’s life in Canterbury

HISTORY & POLITICS

JEREMY DUMMETT Sicily: Island of Beauty and Conflict (320pp)
History & culture of the island conquered & cultivated by numerous foreign powers

£20

JOHN DICKIE The Craft (496pp)
£25
The history & reach of the Masons: from Mozart to Disney, Duke Ellington to Wellington
ROBERT VERKAIK Defiant (384pp)
The story of the unsung aircraft of the Battle of Britain: the Boulton Paul Defiant

£20

MATT RIDLEY How Innovation Works (416pp)
£20
What is the crucial ingredient for success? How innovation turns invention to utility
YSENDA MAXTONE GRAHAM British Summer Time Begins (352pp)
£18.99
A portrait of Britain from 1930 to 1980: how we relaxed & recharged our batteries
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JONATHAN SCHNEER The Lockhart Plot (368pp)
£25
Russia 1918 & a secret force of Allied troops lands. Their mission: to end Bolshevik rule
CATHERINE BELTON Putin’s People (640pp)
£25
How huge amounts of money proved to be Putin’s most effective weapon against his rivals
GRIGORY RODCHENKOV The Rodchenkov Affair (320pp)
£20
Truth behind the Russian state’s doping programme at the 2015 Olympics, by its architect
PAUL JANKOWSKI All Against All (480pp)
£25
November '32- April '33: the critical period which saw national interest trump teamwork
KATE TELTSCHER Palace of Palms (400pp)
£25
Obsessives who made Kew’s gem possible from its Irish engineer to its stalwart curator
RAVI SOMAIYA Operation Morthor (304pp)
£16.99
The mystery surrounding the fatal airplane crash that killed Dag Hammarskjöld solved
JORDAN GOODMAN Planting the World (560pp)
£25
How the discoveries of Joseph Banks & his collectors changed the world’s view - & Kew
SUJIT SIVASUNDARAM Waves Across the South (496pp)
August £25
History of empire in the southern hemisphere: colonised by the British, Dutch & French
GEOFF WHITE Crime Dot Com (352pp)
August £18.99
Hacking: from the Love Bug which contaminated computers in 2000 to vote rigging today
BENJAMIN WARDHAUGH Book of Wonders (336pp)
August £25
How Euclid’s ‘Elements of Geometry’, the first textbook, shaped civilisations for centuries
CHRISTOPHER DE HAMEL The Book in the Cathedral (64pp)
August £9.99
Story of a neat piece of detective work: the identification of St Thomas à Becket’s Psalter
IAN GOLDIN & ROBERT MUGGAH Terra Incognita (480pp)
August £30
Modern cartography invites us to see the world changing & how we navigate the future
THE SECRET BARRISTER Fake Law (400pp)
September £20
The law touches every facet of our lives. It is our duty to keep it free from corruption
JANE FONDA What Can I Do? (252pp)
September £20
The veteran campaigner charges us to take control of climate change & make a difference
RICHARD OVENDEN Burning the Books (320pp)
September £20
The ‘Bodley’s Librarian’ on the vital importance of protecting libraries, throughout history
MICHAEL WOOD The Story of China (624pp)
September £30
Combining an overall narrative with personal stories & eyewitness accounts
HELEN FRY MI9 (352pp)
September £20
WWII branch of military intelligence which rescued allied fighters behind enemy lines
BEN BROOKS Things They Don’t Want You to Know (304pp)
September £14.99
Written from the teenage perspective, a ‘field guide’ to today’s teenagers – for parents
YANIS VAROUFAKIS Another Now (240pp)
September £16.99
The Greek economist poses the question: how much will we sacrifice to pursue ideals?
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ART, ARCHITECTURE & PHOTOGRAPHY

CLIVE ASLET Old Homes, New Life (304pp)
£50
Twelve British country houses: adapted & enhanced for the present, to preserve the past
TIMOTHY BRITTAIN-CATLIN The Edwardians and Their Houses (224pp)
£45
From cottages to castles, a major re-evaluation celebrating the goal of housing ‘fit for all’
MARIO TESTINO Ciao! (254pp)
£60
The photographer chooses his favourite images of Italy: ‘out & about’, ‘in fashion’, ‘at sea’
LOYD GROSSMAN An Elephant in Rome (320pp)
How Bernini & Pope Alexander VII transformed Rome into the Eternal City
IAN WARRELL Venice with Turner (128pp)
For the romantic armchair traveller: JMW Turner’s watercolours of La Serenissima

£19.99
£25

JAMES GARDNER The Louvre (416pp)
£20
History of the building: from fortress to palace to museum, chronicling Paris’s evolution
JUDITH HERRIN Ravenna (576pp)
August £30
How Ravenna played a crucial role in the development of early Christianity & its culture
SUSAN OWENS Spirit of Place (352pp)
August £25
From the Saxons to the present, how landscape, changing yet eternal, inspires artists
ALOIS GUINUT Why French Women Wear Vintage (224pp)
How to save the planet without sacrificing style

August £16.99

TONY GODFREY The Story of Contemporary Art (280pp)
August £29.95
Where Gombrich left off. Examines modern art in all its quirky, unpredictable forms
AMY DE LA HAYE ED. The Rose in Fashion: Ravishing (240pp)
September £30
From 18th century silks to Alexander McQueen, perfume to millinery, an enduring symbol
WILLIAM FEAVER Lives of Lucian Freud: Fame 1968-2011 (592pp) September £35
Second volume of the biography of the enfant terrible of the art world, painter first & last
MICHAEL WHEELER The Athenaeum (480pp)
September £35
London Club whose members were elected for their achievements rather than background
EDMUND DE WAAL library of exile (80pp)
September £10
An installation at the BM. 2000 books written by writers in exile. Foreword by Elif Shafak
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FOOD, GARDENING & NATURAL HISTORY

M.F.K. FISHER How to Cook a Wolf (256pp)
£9.99 pbk
First published in 1942, how to keep spirits up & appetites sated when ingredients are few
SALLY BUTCHER Meze (192pp)
£12.99
Middle Eastern snacks, starters & street food from the founder of Peckham’s ‘Persepolis’
JAMES CANTON The Oak Papers (256pp)
£16.99
The myths, legends & history of the oak tree as exemplified by the ancient Honywood Oak
AMY CHUNG & EMILY CHUNG The Rangoon Sisters (224pp)
£20
Discover the flavours of Burmese cooking from fish chowder to mango & lime cheesecake
TOM FORT Casting Shadows (368pp)
£20
Fish & fishing: a sport for some, a livelihood for others but a reflection on nature for all
KATHLEEN JAMIE ED. Antlers of Water (304pp)
£20
Contemporary Scottish writers & poets on the nature & landscape of their homeland
SKYE MCALPINE A Table for Friends (320pp)
£26
The Sunday Times columnist shares her enthusiasm with recipes for two – or twenty
ELLA MILLS Deliciously Ella: Quick and Easy (272pp)
100 new plant-based recipes. Vegan does not have to be ‘difficult’

£25

MARIANNA LEIVADITAKI Aegean (224pp)
Inspired by her Cretan upbringing, Morito’s head chef adds a contemporary twist

£26

OLIA HERCULES Summer Kitchens (352pp)
£26
Drawing on her Ukrainian roots, recipes that draw out the best of summer ingredients
LEV PARIKIAN Into the Tangled Bank (304pp)
A personal quest to find out how the British experience the natural world
SABRINA GHAYOUR Simply (240pp)
From the chef who gave us ‘Sirocco’, ‘Persiana’ & ‘Bazaar’, effortless eating

£14.99
August £26

JAMIE OLIVER 7 Ways (320pp)
August £26
7 ways to use the 18 most common ingredients we buy - to produce 120 new recipes!
HELEN MACDONALD Vesper Flights (272pp)
August £16.99
Wide-ranging essays on the natural world: from nests & wild pigs to farming ostriches
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JAMES REBANKS English Pastoral: An Inheritance (304pp)
September £20
From the microcosm of a Lake District farm, how we can salvage our natural landscapes
YOTAM OTTOLENGHI Flavour (320pp)
September £27
Celebrates the limitless potential of vegetables by showing how & why flavour is released
MERLIN SHELDRAKE Entangled Life (368pp)
September £20
From bread to alcohol to medicines, the complex, mysterious, pervasive world of fungi
OZ CLARKE English Wine (176pp)
September £16.99
How England found its vocation for viniculture & where to find the best on offer

FICTION

DAVID MITCHELL Utopia Avenue (576pp)
£20
History of the most curious pop band you’ve never heard of. By author of ‘Cloud Atlas’
ALEXANDER MCCALL SMITH The Geometry of Holding Hands (224pp)
Isabel Dalhousie struggles to balance integrity with compassion

£18.99

AMANDA CRAIG The Golden Rule (400pp)
£16.99
Two strangers on a train agree to murder the other’s husband. But who is telling the truth?
MATSON TAYLOR The Miseducation of Evie Epworth (0pp)
£14.99
Coming of age novel set in the 60’s. Evie must save her father from gold-digger Christine
BRIT BENNETT The Vanishing Half (352pp)
£14.99
Can creamy skinned African American twins, Stella & Desiree, escape their roots?
MATTHEW KNEALE Pilgrims (352pp)
£16.99
A mediaeval ragbag of humanity journey from England to Rome, all hoping for salvation
CURTIS SITTENFELD Rodham (432pp)
What would have happened if Hillary had not married Bill.....

£16.99

ALI SMITH Summer (400pp)
Finale to the seasonal quartet examines characters on the brink of change

£16.99

RACHEL JOYCE Miss Benson’s Beetle (400pp)
£16.99
Margery Benson & Enid Pretty are on a mission: to find a beetle which may/may not exist
KATE GRENVILLE A Room Made of Leaves (336pp)
£16.99
1788, a young Englishwoman leaves for the New World with a husband she hardly knows
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SOPHIA MONEY-COUTTS The Wish List (400pp)
Unashamed feel-good novel about finding Mr Right. Or is he?

£12.99

ALLAN MALLINSON The Tigress of Mysore (368pp)
August £20
Set against an India in turmoil, Matthew Hervey unwittingly heads towards mutiny
CARYS DAVIES The Mission House (256pp)
August £12.99
Post-colonial Ooty: an Englishman falls in love with a country he fails to understand
VALERIE MARTIN I Give It to You (304pp)
August £14.99
In the Tuscan hills, a writer becomes embroiled with a family, a villa & a mysterious death
LISSA EVANS V for Victory (304pp)
August £14.99
Hampstead 1944. The war is coming to its end but all is not well on the Home Front....

CRIME FICTION & THRILLERS

MARTIN WALKER A Shooting at Chateau Rock (352pp)
Scams a-plenty for Inspector Bruno to investigate in the Dordogne

£18.99

NICHOLAS SHAKESPEARE The Sandpit (448pp)
£16.99
When Iranian nuclear scientist vanishes, will journalist John Dyer find him – alive?
LYNNE TRUSS Murder by Milk Bottle (320pp)
£14.99
Can Constable Twitten solve three murders, seemingly linked by a most unusual weapon?
CHARLOTTE PHILBY Double Life (464pp)
£12.99
Two women’s lives converge as one attempts to hide the truth, the other tries to reveal it
VICTORIA DOWD The Smart Woman’s Guide to Murder (268pp)
£8.99 pbk
When a book group convenes in an isolated country house, murder is sure to follow
SIMON MAYO Knife Edge (432pp)
August £12.99
Rush hour & twenty-seven are dead across London. Is journalist Famie Madden next?
SOPHIE HANNAH The Killings at Kingfisher Hill (352pp)
August £20
Will Poirot find the killer of Frank Devenport before the main suspect goes to the gallows?
ANTHONY HOROWITZ Moonflower Murders (624pp)
August £20
Retired publisher, Susan Ryeland, searches the pages of a detective novel to solve a crime
EMILY ST JOHN MANDEL The Glass Hotel (320pp)
August £14.99
A woman disappears from a ship. Is it linked to a threatening note, thirteen years earlier?
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AND FINALLY – OUR LOCKDOWN BESTSELLERS

SIMON BARNES Birdwatching with Your Eyes Closed

£8.99

BERNADINE EVARISTO Girl Woman Other

£8.99

DELIA OWENS Where the Crawdads Sing

£8.99

HILARY MANTEL The Mirror & the Light

£25

MAGGIE O’FARRELL Hamnet

£20

ANN PATCHETT The Dutch House
JOHN CAREY A Little History of Poetry

£8.99
£14.99

CATHERINE BELTON Putin’s People

£25

RENI EDDO-LODGE Why I’m No Longer Talking to White People about Race
RICHARD HARRIES Seeing God in Art

£8.99
£14.99

PHILIP KERR Hitler’s Peace

£20

OLGA TOKARCZUK Drive your Plow Over the Bones of the Dead

£8.99

ANGIE CRUZ Dominicana

£16.99

STEVEN PRICE Lampedusa

£14.99

ALBERT CAMUS The Plague

£7.99

To order any of the books in the
catalogue or for other suggestions
contact us at:
Barnes Bookshop
98 Church Road
London
SW13 0DQ
Tel: 020 8741 0786
Email: books@barnesbookshop.com

We are a short and pleasant walk from Barnes Bridge or Barnes railway stations
A separate list of recommendations for children (of all ages) is available on request

